
Intangible 

scents	  
touchable	  



Some scents even help us to 
remember certain pasts in our 
lives – the good or the bad. 

Here is my attempt at 
concretizing my good and bad 
scents with my experiences. 

Scents are intangible 
things crucial to our 
everyday life. They 
help us taste our food, 
tell us when we are in 
danger…	  

An Introduction



Moth balls,
they remind me of my 
childhood, the times I was often 
left alone in my grandparent’s 
place, where I often felt lonely 
and unhappy

; the bad
the intangible



; the bad
the touchable

The spirals mimic the 
engulfing smell of the 
moth balls. It often 
blends into the 
environment we are in. 
Sharp edges are to depict 
the distinct soft  and 
fresh smell and the burnt 
edges to depict how the 
scent allows that 
unpleasant memory to 
creep into my mind.



; the bad
the close ups



; the good
the intangible

White Musk Smoky 
Rose,
the scent reminds me of my first date. 
It was one out of the many perfumes 
my mom has in her collection. I knew 
I had to smell good, so just like any 
other girls, I went to my mom’s 
cupboard and picked a random one, I 
know it won’t go wrong. 



; the good
the touchable

Wholesome,
I thought the main 
focus of the 
structure looks 
wholesome, 
somewhat 
mimicking a 
heart.
A vulnerable heart, seem to stay afloat 
through a thin thread holding it in place. 
Similarly, it depicts my first date 
experience – vulnerable. 
Also, just like the swirling patterns, my 
first date was fun, interesting and I had a 
great time, putting my heart out there. 



; the good
the close ups



The end.
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